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Starting to monitor braces patients
Why should I monitor braces treatment with DenToGo?

Provide remote care to your patients based on the real-time assessment of treatment progress.

- Improve compliance with oral hygiene and elastics wear
- Detect all defined types of incidents early
- Change wires at the right time with the wire activity control tool
- Manage emergencies remotely
- Increase patient communication
Why should I monitor braces treatment with DenToGo?

The end result:

• Provide a truly customized experience for your patients
• See your patients only when required
How do I onboard braces patients – Initial appointment

During your initial consultation, give patients an overview of DenToGo and why your practice is using this technology:

• Supports you practice for more optimized patient appointments

• Your practice provides technology guided treatments and a more monitored outcome

• Your practice provides a communication tool to communicate with the patients and keep them updated
Scanning appointment (1)

Get your patient started

When the scanning/records appointment is scheduled:

- On your DenToGo dashboard, create the new patient card
- Inform your patient that they will receive an email containing a link to download the DenToGo App, and another link to log into the App

Tip: the secondary e-mail is often used to send a copy of your patient message to the patient’s parents.
Scanning appointment (2)
Get your patient started

During the scanning/record appointment:

• Ask patient if they have downloaded the App - if not, have them download the App now

• Give them a retractor and a ScanToGo Device

• Show them how to use the retractor

• Teach the patient how to scan

Tip: You can find videos on how to scan in our Help Center. You can watch them and train before showing your patient.
Scanning appointment (3)
Upload the scan

After the scanning appointment:

- Upload the scan of the patient to the patient’s card, making sure to upload:
  - Two files (one for the upper jaw and one for the lower jaw)
  - Oriented in occlusion
Bonding appointment
Start DenToGo Smile Guard

• Start the monitoring on the patient card on the dashboard (see next page for the recommended monitoring product and protocol)
• Explain to the patient how often they will need to scan
What monitoring product do I choose?

- **DenToGo 3D Monitoring** is designed for braces monitoring
- The 3D measurements and artificial intelligence analysis are essential to detect wire activity and incidents
- Your patients can be controlled up to every 4 days
What protocol template do I choose?

Our experts recommend using one of the braces protocol as a template and then adapting it for your needs.

**Tips:**

- There are two available braces templates: one for traditional braces and one for self-ligating braces. They are virtually identical, except the section related to ties or self-ligation.
- Learn how to customize your protocols in our help center. The “Beyond the basics” section contains a full walkthrough.
How often should my braces patients scan?

The default interval is 1 week. It can be extended to 2 weeks. Longer intervals are not recommended.

The fee is the same.